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Looking for Toefl preparation courses in Hk? is the prominent platform for Cantonese courses and classes in Hong Kong. We
offer Cantonese classes for people who are interested in enhancing their life experience in Hong Kong. David is our coding
languages teacher and facilitator. Do visit our services for more details.

 

A dedicated language center with native teachers
IMMERSE is a dedicated team of highly experienced language specialists. Our vision and goal is to help students in Hong
Kong be successful. We achieve this by applying our knowledge and expertise of exams, working with past papers and mock
exams and remaining up-to-date with the requirements from the relevant exam boards and schools. We know what it takes to
get high scores because we teach what our students need to know and the pitfalls they need to avoid.

 

World Languages

At IMMERSE we offer you and your children the necessary resource to quickly master a language and learn about its related
culture. Our dedicated instructors are highly experienced in teaching all ages ranging from primary school pupils to senior
citizens. The most popular language courses Hong Kong we offer include:

English
Spanish
Mandarin
French
Japanese
And more !

 

Coding Languages

Learning how to write code will provide you with a very valuable new skill that could help you in your workplace or open up
new career opportunities. IMMERSE uses a fun and creative approach to teaching to teach the following popular computer
languages:

Scratch



HTML/ CSS
JavaScript
mySQL
C++
And more !

 

Translation Services

IMMERSE can help you reach out to new markets and customers by providing translations and guidance that will give you a
strategic edge in achieving your goals. We will ensure that your intended message is correctly conveyed, making sure that its
core meaning is not lost in translation, and that no cultural misunderstandings have been made.

Your website
Your campaigns
Your brochures
Your instruction manuals
Your on-going customer correspondence
And more !

 

Go Abroad!

In our Go Abroad! program, you will be able to experience life in the country of your choice, by attending classes in the
morning to improve language skills; and by living with a local family to experience first hand local culture.

Our Immersion programs can be tailor-made for you, from the length of stay, type of accommodation to choice of activities.

Australia
China
Taiwan
Japan
Spain
And more !

 

 

HK Language Institute

IMMERSE is a language school specialized in professional language trainings and exam preparations for students in Hong
Kong. All of our classes are conducted by top qualified and highly experienced native speakers with impressive success rates
in exam preparations and subsequent A-level scores of their students. Our vibrant and professional team is happy to receive
you anytime and answer all your questions!



 

 

We offer target-oriented language trainings for specific purposes. Our teachers are fully equipped to conduct classes for
students, corporate clients, language enthusiasts and anyone else who is looking for clear guidance whilst expanding their
knowledge & skills. Our unique characteristic is to be very knowledgable on a wide range of exam boards and we are able to
provide all classes online to you!

 

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/imlanguages-chai-wan-kok-174

https://www.bleu7.com/detail/imlanguages-chai-wan-kok-174

